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Baby steps in Berlin

Expats

Baby steps in Berlin
Natacha Neumann and husband Alex found the city the ideal place to start a children’s organic snack business

Natacha Neumann at Kollwitzplatz market, Berlin © Hannes Jung

SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 by: Paul Miles

When management graduate and entrepreneur Natacha Neumann, originally from France, and
her German husband, Alex Neumann, were looking for somewhere to start their children’s
organic snack business they chose Berlin. Germany was always going to be the country where
they would bring their business idea to fruition as it has the world’s most established market for
organic produce but they were undecided on a city.
“We did a tour and visited several German cities. We visited Berlin on a wonderful summer
week, everyone was out in the cafés and beer gardens. There was a great vibe in the street. It was
magical. We went to the lakes and we walked through different districts absorbing it all:
musicians on street corners and markets,” she says in fluent English, thanks to school and
university education in London. The couple were especially charmed by the neighbourhood of
Prenzlauer Berg in Pankow district, north of the city centre. “There’s one market especially —
Kollwitzplatz [organic food] — I loved it so much I thought, ‘this area is where I’d like to live’.”
By the time they packed up and moved from their then-home in Switzerland, it was November.
“It was 2010 and the coldest winter we’ve yet experienced, down to -18C. We were working 24/7
starting the business and sleeping on a futon on the floor of a draughty flat,” says Neumann,
now 35. They began to wonder if they’d made a mistake. Seven years on, after three moves, they
live in a well-insulated newly built ground-floor maisonette in a quiet, off-street development
with a small private garden and a larger communal one. Buying, rather than renting, has proved
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a good investment. In seven years, average apartment prices have risen from about €3,000 per
sq metre to about €6,000, estimates Neumann.
They still live in Prenzlauer Berg, which has grown from being a trendy and alternative
neighbourhood into one full of young families. And while Neumann — who has lived, studied
and worked in nine countries, including Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong and Mexico — still finds the
winters oppressively dark, everything else is looking bright. After years of hard work, the
business that the couple run together is thriving. It now has a turnover of €20m, employs 50
people and is still growing.
Their company has become part of Germany’s Mittelstand, its core of more than 3m small and
medium enterprises. With Brexit looming, the couple decided the best way to expand into the
UK would be to set up a sister company. This year, they launched Googly Fruit, a range of
organic fruit crisps and vegetable smoothies, with an office in London. The family has grown
too. They now have three children: Dylan (five) and identical twins Amélie and Maya (two). “We
have our own in-house product development team!”

The centre of Berlin © AWL Images

Children don’t start their education until the age of six in Germany and the three young
Neumanns attend a German-speaking kindergarten just two streets from home. “It gives them
time to develop more creatively,” says Neumann. A local children’s playground, with its wooden
see-saws (and ubiquitous Berlin graffiti), is a regular meeting place for the children and their
friends.
Having spent most of her life in different countries, Neumann — who identifies as European
rather than French — says she feels she is now, maybe, putting down roots. However, the
German language is still a barrier. “I speak fluent German but the subtleties of conversation can
be tricky,” she says. At home, three languages are spoken. Alex speaks German to the children,
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while Natacha speaks to them in French. Alex and Natacha converse in English. At work, the
language is German.
Natacha and Alex share childcare and business responsibilities. To unwind, they both like to
exercise, Natacha with runs in a local park while Alex trains for triathlons, cycling to some of
Berlin’s many forest lakes for long-distance swims. “We love it here,” says Natacha, “especially
in summer but we’ve even got used to the winters.”

Neumann’s favourite places . . .

•

Volkspark Friedrichshain
One of Berlin’s largest parks, perfect for jogging. “It has a great open-air cinema

•

and my favourite beer garden, Café Schönbrunn.”
Godshot café
“An unpretentious place on Immanuelkirchstrasse. It has a relaxed atmosphere

•

and an amazing cup of coffee.”
Park an der Marienburger
A neighbourhood playground where the children meet up with friends.

Buying guide

•
•

There are no restrictions on foreigners buying property in Germany
If you already own a primary residence elsewhere, a capital gains tax
(abgeltungsteuer) of 25 per cent applies on the sale of property owned for less

•

than 10 years
Transaction costs for buyers range from 7-12 per cent on top of the purchase price

What you can buy for . . .

•
•
•

€1m A fifth-floor penthouse apartment in a newly-renovated 1900s building in
Prenzlauer Berg
€2.5m A penthouse apartment in the embassy district of Tiergarten with
underground parking
€5m A secluded early 20th-century mansion near Schlatensee lake, a 15-minute
drive from the city centre

Photographs: Hannes Jung; Getty Images/AWL Images
More homes at propertylistings.ft.com
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FT Weekend Festival 2017
Returning for the second year, the FT Weekend’s annual festival celebrates arts and ideas with
speakers including Simon Schama, Gillian Tett and Lucy Kellaway.
Saturday September 2
Kenwood House Gardens, London
10am-8pm

Go to ftweekendfestival.com for tickets. Cost is £85. FT subscribers save £10
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